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JCTION 

This paper describes the methods used to evaluate the potential for a proposed new source to cause 
visibility impairment in a national park under conditions where the regulatory model described in the 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines was not entirely applicable. The visibility 
analysis examined the potential impacts of the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP), a proposed 50-MW 
coal-fred power plant to be built in Healy, Alaska, about 6 km north of Denali National Park and 
Preserve (DNPP). The analysis used the PLUVUE I visibility model to calculate the ambient 
concentrations of species in the plume that have the potential to cause visible effects. These 
calculations used the plume rise, plume transport, plume diffusion, and plume chemistry modules in 
PLUVUE I (which are the same as in the regulatory model PLLJVLJE E), but did not use the optical 
module. The optical module was not applicable when the sun was within about 10" of the horizon, 
which is typically the case in winter, the season when limited plume dispersion is most likely. 
Therefore, the optical effects were determined in separate calculations, which will be described. 
Results indicated that almost all of the potential impacts would be caused by oxides of nitrogen 
(NOJ emissions. The visual angle subtended by the plume was calculated and used to show that the 
threshold for the visual perception of the plume was a contrast of 0.04, which corresponds to a color 
difference AE = 4 and a nitrogen dioxide (NO,) burden in the sight path of 150 ppbv.km. 

BACKGROUND 

The HCCP, proposed by the Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority (AIDEA), was 
selected in December 1989 for cost-shared funding in the third round of the Clean Coal Technology 
(CCT) Program. The goal of the CCT Program is to demonstrate advanced, more efficient, 
economically feasible, and environmentally acceptable coal technologies for commercialization into 
the U.S. energy marketplace. The HCCP will demonstrate novel technologies using a new 50-MW 
coal-fired power generating facility to be built adjacent to the existing 25-MW Healy Unit No. 1, a 
conventional pulverized-coal unit owned and operated by Golden Valley Electric Association, Inc. 
(GVEA) in Healy, Alaska. The proposed project is located approximately 130 km southwest of 
Fairbanks and 400 km north of Anchorage (Figure 1).  

The HCCP will be fueled with a blend of low-sulfur coal and waste coal (containing an average of 
0.15% sulfur and 17% ash) supplied by Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc., from an open-pit coal mine located 
about 6 km north of the site. Waste coal is either low-grade coal or overburden- or underburden- 
contaminated coal of quality that normally is too poor to be used. Construction of the project is 
expected to begin in April 1995 and be completed in late 1997. After an approximate 18-month 
demonstration and testing period, commercial operation of the project is anticipated to begin in 1999. 

The project is intended to demonstrate the combined removal of sulfur dioxide (SO,), NO,, and 
particulate matter using innovative combustion and flue gas cleanup technologies. The combustion 
technology is an entrained combustion system with limestone injection to capture SO, in the flue gas. 
The main combustion sections operate at a slight air deficiency to reduce the amount of NO, 
produced. The postcombustion technology is a spray dryer absorber for removal of particulate matter 
and for a second stage of SO, removal. The technologies are dependent on each other as part of the 
integrated system. A baghouse provides further capture of particulate matter and SO, before the flue 
gas exits through the stack. 
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CONCERNS OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Much attention has recently been given to the conflict between industrial development and 
preservation of the pristine nature of the National Park Service’s (NPS’s) nationwide park system. A 
large portion of this dispute focuses on air quality, particularly the clarity of the atmosphere as it 
affects visibility within the national parks. Many visitors to the parks are unable to fully enjoy some 
of the beautifuI and dramatic views that would prevail in the absence of anthropogenic air pollution.’ 
Although Congress in 1977 established a national goal of correcting and preventing pollution-related 
visibility impairment affecting national parks, little progress has been made to date.’ As in other areas 
of environmental concern, this conflict is the result of a value judgment decision between the 
preservation of scenic beauty and the use of natural resources for econdmic development.2 

In this case, because the HCCP site is only 6 km north of the nearest border of DNPP, a “crown 
jewel” of the park system with pristine air quality, the potential for the project’s emissions to degrade 
visibility within the park was of great concern to the park service from the project’s inception. DNPP 
is designated a federal Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Class I area where stringent 
standards apply to severely limit any degradation of air quality. Although there have been no known 
visibility impacts associated with the existing Healy Unit No. 1, NPS was concerned that the 
simultaneous operation of the HCCP and Unit No. 1 might result in emissions above a threshold that 
would trigger perceptible effects. Therefore, the goal of the visibility analysis was to generate 
predictions which would be conservative (would form an upper bound of expected results) while not 
being so conservative that they were unrealistic. The results of the visibility analysis were 
incorporated into the PSD permit application prepared by AIDEA3 and the Environmental Impact 
Statement prepared by DOE.4 As part of an agreement with the park service, AIDEA and GVEA 
have agreed to add SO, and NO, emission controls to Unit No. 1 and to conduct a visibility 
monitoring program. 

METHODOLOGY 

The visibility analysis focused on the perceptibility of a plume as viewed from the DNPP Visitor 
Access Center, located 13.5 km south of the HCCP site and 7.5 km south of the northern boundary 
of the park (Figure 1). These views were expected to be most susceptible to the effects of the 
emissions from Healy Unit No. 1 and the HCCP. The DNPP Visitor Access Center is situated on a 
knoll overlooking the Nenana River near the entrance to the park and is visited by most travelers to 
the park. The primary views are to the north (down the Nenana River Valley toward the HCCP site) 
for 7.5 km to the park boundary and to the south (up the Nenana River Valley away from the HCCP 
site) for 14.5 km to the boundary. The view to the east is confined to about 0.5 km within the park. 
The limited view to the west is not expected to be affected greatly by northerly winds that tend to 
continue transporting a plume to the south up the Nenana River Valley. 

The versions of the PLUVUE I and PLUVUE I1 visibility models available at the time of the 
analysis contained errors that made the optical calculations unreliable for sight paths close to the 
plume centerline or for times when the sun was close to the horizon. These problems were avoided 
by using part of the PLUVUE I model to calculate the concentrations of species in the plume and 
then performing separate optical calculations. The PLLJVUE I model assumes a Gaussian plume cross 
section without accounting for the effects of terrain features on plume transport or diffusion. 
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Specifically, the calculations used the plume rise, plume transport, plume diffusion, and plume 
chemistry modules in PLUVUE I, but did not use the optical module. 

Data used in the modeling were on-site air quality and meteorological data collected from September 
1990 through August 1991. The modeling was performed for all daytime hours (hours that the sun 
was above the horizon halfway through the hour) with wind directions within 15 degrees of a straight 
line that would transport the plume to the Visitor Access Center and with wind speeds less than 
15 mph (as measured at a monitoring station 0.8 km west of the HCCP site at 30 m above ground 
level). A total of 372 hours satisfied these criteria. Other hours were excluded because a perceptible 
plume would not be expected at the Visitor Access Center under other conditions. The range of wind 
directions was selected to allow transport of the plume to the Nenana River Valley and the Visitor 
Access Center. The wind speed threshold was introduced to prevent calculations for hours when wind 
speed would dilute the plume enough so that there could be no perceptible effects. However, only 
1 hour was eliminated by this criterion. The modeling used the Pasquill atmospheric stability classes 
calculated from the meteorological d a h 5  

Screening results indicated that almost all of the potential visibility impacts would be caused by NO, 
emissions. As the NO, emissions exit the stack, they would primarily be in the form of nitric oxide 
(NO), a colorless gas. Therefore, a visible NO, plume is not expected at the stack. However, NO is 
rapidly oxidized by natural ozone (0,) in the atmosphere to form NO,, a reddish-brown gas. When 
looking through a sufficiently long segment of an NO, plume, the plume would be visible as a 
yellow or brown ribbon. The visual effects of particles in the plume, including sulfate particles 
formed from SO,, were considered and it was found that in almost all cases, any reasonable 
concentration of particles in the emissions would counteract and diminish the visual effects of NO, 
and cause the plume to be less visible because particles scatter light to effectively brighten the plume. 
For most viewing conditions, omitting the effects of particles causes the visibility impacts of the 
HCCP emissions to be overestimated. Therefore, additional modeling was limited to evaluating the 
effects of NO, emissions. 

Optical effects of a plume depend on the burdens of light-absorbing and light-scattering materials in 
the sight paths through the plume. For the optical calculations, NO, burdens were calculated for 
oblique (sloping) sight paths through the plume as seen by an observer at the Visitor Access Center 
who is directly under the plume centerline. The observer looks toward the HCCP site for the north 
sight path and away from the HCCP site for the south sight path. Burdens were obtained by 
integrating the NO, concentrations in the plume predicted by PLUVUE I along each sight path. 
Burdens typically are given in units of ppbv-km, the multiplicative product of (1) concentration in 
parts per billion by volume and (2) distance in kilometers. Calculations for a slice through the plume 
were performed first, and these results were then used to select cases for more detailed analysis. 

NO, plume burden profiles were calculated for each of the 372 hours for which PLUVUE I model 
results were available. The view elevation angles ranged from zero degrees (horizontal sight path) to 
20 degrees above the horizontal in steps of 0.2 degrees. Thus, for each hour that was modeled, 
calculations were done for 100 view elevation angles directly under or through the plume centerline 
for both the north and south sight paths. For views to the north, the sight paths ended 6 km 
downwind from the source, which is 7.5 km from the observer. For views to the south, the sight 
paths ended 28 km downwind from the source, which is 14.5 km from the observer. Note that neither 
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PL JVUE I nor PLUVUE I1 is capable of ending sight paths at a fixed distance from the observer, as 
is required for these calculations. 

The NO, plume burdens were determined by calculating the NO, concentrations at 10-m steps along 
the sight path, adding the results, and multiplying by 10 m. Thus, 750 plume concentration 
calculations were performed for each view elevation angle for the north sight path, resulting in 
75,000 calculations for all 100 angles for each hour modeled. Likewise, 1,450 plume concentration 
calculations were performed for each angle for the south sight path, resulting in 145,000 calculations. 
Performing these calculations in such a way that each concentration was the same as would have 
been obtained from PLUVUE I was complicated by the fact that PLUVUE I calculates the plume 
dispersion differently for each of three mixing conditions described behw: 

1) If the plume centerline is above the top of the mixed layer, plume dispersion is determined 
from the Gaussian dispersion formula that includes the reflection of the plume from the earth’s 
surface, but ignores the top of the mixed layer as if the plume were in a mixed layer of unlimited 
height. 

2) If the plume centerline is below the top of the mixed layer and the centerline concentration is 
less than the concentration that would be produced by uniform vertical mixing and Gaussian 
horizontal dispersion, then it is assumed that the plume is uniformly mixed in the vertical. For 
this mixing condition, the PLUVUE I results give the same concentrations at the plume centerline 
and at the surface under the plume centerline. 

3) If the plume centerline is below the top of the mixed layer and the requirements for the second 
mixing condition are not satisfied, plume dispersion is determined from the Gaussian dispersion 
formula that includes reflection of the plume from both the surface and the top of the mixed 
layer. Note that if the top of the mixed layer is very high, then the plume does not mix to that 
height and the limitation on the upward mixing has no practical effect. 

It was possible to determine which calculation method was used by PLUVUE I by determining 
whether the plume centerline was above the top of the mixed layer, and whether the plume centerline 
and surface concentrations were equal. For the sight path to the north, the second test was performed 
on the concentrations calculated by PLUVUE I at a down,wind distance of 10 km and the results 
were assumed to apply to the entire sight path. For the south sight path, the second test was 
performed on the concentrations calculated by PLUVUE I at a downwind distance of 21 km. The 
uncertainties introduced by this assumption are believed to be minor. 

The Gaussian dispersion formula contains the factor Q/27cu, where Q is the emission rate of the 
chemical species, such as NO,, in units of mass per time and u is the wind velocity. For an inert 
species, this factor does not depend on the downwind distance. The concentrations of the chemical 
species at any location in space can be calculated from the Gaussian dispersion formula if the value 
of this factor, the plume dispersion parameters cy and cz, and the height of the plume centerline are 
known. 

The procedure used for calculation of the NO, concentration at each 10-m interval along the sight 
paths was as follows: 
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1) For each hour rnoded by PLUVUE I, the value of Q/2nu was calculated from the plume 
centerline NO, concentration and from the downwind values of oY and (T, which were calculated 
by PLUVUE I. For the north sight path, the values 10 km downwind were used; for the south 
sight path, the values 21 km downwind were used. 

2) The PLUVUE I data were tested to see which of the three dispersion calculation methods were 
used. 

3) Then for any location along any oblique sight path, the NO, concentration was calculated from 
the value of Q/2nu determined for that hour, from the values of the plume dispersion parameters 
oY and tsz determined from the stability class and the downwind distance of that location using the 
same subroutines as used by PLUVUE I, and from the dispersion formulas appropriate for the 
dispersion calculation method used by PLWUE I. 

The NO, concentration was then determined from the calculated NO, concentration and the 
background 0, concentration as measured at a monitoring station near the DNPP Visitor Access 
Center. In these calculations, the photolysis of NO, by daylight was neglected, so the calculated NO, 
concentrations were slightly higher than they would have been if the photolysis rates had been 
considered in the calculations. The NO, concentrations were then added for each step in the sight 
path and multiplied by 10 m to obtain the NO, burden. 

The resulting profiles were sorted according to the maximum burden in the profile, and the oblique 
sight path generating the maximum NO, burden was used for each hour. The six cases with the 
highest burdens are illustrated in Figure 2. This figure shows only the data for the lowest 10 degrees 
of the 20 degree range of elevation angles for which calculations were performed. Above 10 degrees, 
the burdens always decreased steadily toward zero. 

White et al. found that the optical effects of the plume were described at least as well by these 
alternate calculations as they were by any of the plume visibility models, including PLWUE I.6 In 
general, the alternate calculations tend to predict greater effects than actually would be measured.6 

The calculated burdens were compared with plume perceptibility to derive a perception threshold for 
the visibility analysis. Laboratory data that provide the technical basis for the EPA guidance on the 
threshold contrast for the visual perception of plumes indicate that the threshold depends on the 
angular subtense of the plume.7 Therefore, the analysis included the calculation of the angular 
subtense of the plumes generated by PLUVUE I. Because the view was approximately along the 
plume axis, the plumes viewed from the Visitor Access Center always subtended an angle greater 
than 4 degrees. Therefore, this plume width was used as a reasonable lower limit. 

A review of the EPA guidance on the threshold contrast found that it was based on perception 
thresholds for sine-wave patterns with 5 full cycles. However, plumes appear more as a one-cycle 
sine-wave pattern than a five-cycle pattern. Data for sine-wave patterns with only 1 cycle, available 
in the same guidance, indicated that the perception thresholds were typically a factor of 2 greater 
than corresponding thresholds for 5 full  cycle^.^ The dashed curve in Figure 3 shows an increase of a 
factor of 1.7 in the perception threshold, which is one of the smaller increases reported. Therefore, 
the analysis used the dashed curve to determine that the threshold contrast for a plume with an 
angular subtense of 4 degrees is slightly greater than 0.04. 
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PLUVUE I and PLUVUE I1 simulations were performed to determine the relationship between plume 
contrast, plume color difference (AE), and NO, burdens in the sight path. These calculations were 
done for plume and observer geometries that minimized the effects of known errors in the versions of 
the codes that were available at the time these analyses were performed. It was found that for a broad 
range of geometries and particle formation rates, a contrast of 0.02 corresponded to a AE of 2 and an 
NO, burden of 69 ppbvvkm, and a contrast of 0.04 corresponded to a AE of 4 and an NO, burden of 
150 ppbv-km. For the base case in the analysis, the maximum burden each hour was compared with 
the threshold NO, burden of 150 ppbvekm to predict plume perceptibility: all plume simulations that 
resulted in an NO, burden of at least 150 ppbv-km were assumed to have a perceptible plume. This 
threshold is greater than EPA guidelines for typical regulatory applications, which recommend a 
perceptibility threshold corresponding to a burden of 69 ppbv-km. Themthors believe that the larger 
threshold is justified, however, because observers at the Visitor Access Center would be positioned 
within or near the plume, causing the plume to be more difficult to distinguish because it would 
cover a wide angle of view. Nevertheless, in response to NPS concerns, the analysis also evaluated 
the sensitivity of using a perceptibility threshold corresponding to a burden of 69 ppbv.km. 

In addition, the park service was concerned with the analysis’s termination of the north and south 
sight paths at the DNPP boundary. The park service felt that visitors would not limit their viewing to 
within the park and might detect a plume when viewing scenery beyond the park boundary. Although 
EPA has not yet established a formal policy dealing with sight paths for regulatory applications, NPS 
favored extending the sight paths. Therefore, in response to these concerns, the analysis also assessed 
the sensitivity of extending the sight paths beyond the park boundary. 

RESULTS 

Table 1 summarizes results from the analysis of the number of daytime hours per year that the HCCP 
plume during the demonstration is predicted to be perceptible from the Visitor Access Center for 
views to the north and south and the total number of hours. The first column for each sight path and 
for the total, is the base case. The second column indicates how the results change by extending the 
sight path, while the third column shows how the results change by using 69 ppbv-km rather than 
150 ppbv-km. Finally, the fourth column indicates the results of using both the extended sight path 
and the 69 ppbv-km threshold. 

For the base case, the predicted number of hours is extremely low: 2 hours for the north sight path, 
2 hours for the south sight path, and a total of 2 hours. The total is less than the sum of the north 
and south sight paths because the threshold was simultaneously exceeded in both sight paths during 
the same 2 hours. The percentage of hours affected is much less than 1% of the approximately 
4380 hours per year of daytime. 

Results of the sensitivity analysis show that there is generally more sensitivity to changing the 
perceptibility threshold than extending the sight paths, as indicated by the generally greater increase 
from the base case in the number of hours in the third column than in the second column. The 
analysis is extremely sensitive to changing both parameters simultaneously, as indicated by the 
greatest increase in the number of hours in the fourth column. 

Cumulative visibility impacts of air emissions resulting from the simultaneous operation of the 
HCCP and Healy Unit No. 1 also were evaluated and are summarized in Table 1. Although the 
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estimates are greater than for the HCCP alone, the number of hours is still small for the base case: 
8 hours for the north sight path, 13 hours for the south sight path, and a total of 15 hours. Again, the 
percentage of hours affected is much less than 1% of daytime hours during the year. The sensitivity 
analysis displays increases similar to those for the HCCP alone. 

Table 1 also displays the results for Unit No. 1 alone. The columns in Table 1 do not tally because 
the modeling was performed separately for each emission source and the combination of the two 
emission sources. For the base case, the analysis predicts a perceptible plume from Unit No. 1 alone 
for 5 hours for each of the north and south sight paths, and a total of 6 hours. For the sensitivity 
analysis, a perceptible plume is predicted a total of 17 hours for the extended sight path, 42 hours for 
the 69 ppbv-km threshold, and 145 hours for both the extended sight p’ath and the 69 ppbv-km 
threshold. However, there have been no published sightings from or within the park of a visible NO, 
plume from Unit No. 1 ,  suggesting that the park is not currently experiencing a visibility problem of 

cameras operating within and adjacent to DNPP from January 1992 through April 1993 did not detect 
any NO, plumes in the Nenana River Valley. Therefore, the base case visibility analysis provides an 
upper-bound estimate of actual visibility impacts from Unit No. 1 and similarly is expected to form 
an upper-bound estimate of impacts during the simultaneous operation of Unit No. 1 and the HCCP. 
The sensitivity analysis indicates that extending the sight path or using a 69 ppbvvkm threshold is 
overly conservative in this visibility analysis. However, it should be noted that some of the overall 
conservativeness may be due to other conservative assumptions made in the visibility analysis (e.g., 
ignoring the photolysis of NO, by daylight). The portion attributable to extending the sight path 
andor using a 69 ppbv-km threshold is unknown. 
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I concern to the park service or its visitors caused by Unit No. 1. As further evidence, time-lapse 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The methodology developed in this visibility analysis should be useful for cases in which the optical 
calculations in the PLUVUE I and PLUVUE I1 models are unreliable because the sight paths are 
close to the plume centerline or for times when the sun is close to the horizon, as often occurs at 
high latitudes during winter. For this analysis, a perceptibility threshold corresponding to an NO, 
burden of 150 ppbv-km appears justified because observers would be positioned within or near the 
plume, causing the plume to be more difficult to distinguish because it would cover a viewing angle 
of greater than 4 degrees. This analysis took advantage of the existing Healy Unit No. 1 by 
comparing the predicted number of hours for a perceptible plume with actual experience by observers 
and camera monitoring equipment. A sensitivity analysis indicated that extending the sight paths or 
using a 69 ppbv-km threshold would be overly conservative in this case, perhaps due in part to other 
conservative assumptions made in the visibility analysis. 

These findings have implications for other visibility analyses. Specifically, these results indicate that 
it would be unwise to reject a permit application on the basis of visibility modeling using this 
methodology, performed for a similar source in a similar setting, which indicated a few hours per 
year in which the perception thresholds were exceeded by modest amounts. 

While using PLUVUE I and PLUVUE I1 in the analysis, it became apparent that PLUVUE I1 would 
benefit from several refinements. Some of the refinements have been implemented for EPA, and a 
publication describing the refinements and the present status of PLUVUE I1 is in preparation.8 
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Table 1. The number of daytime hours during the year that a plume from Unit No. 1 and the Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP) is 
predicted to be perceptible. 

North sight path South sight path 

Change in Change in 
Base Extended Threshold of both Base Extended Threshold of both 
case sight path 69 ppbv-km parameters case sight path 69 ppbv-km parameters 

Total‘ 

Change in 
Base Extended Threshold of both 
case sight path 69 ppbv.km parameters 

~- ~ 

HCCP 
c 
0 

2 2 2 77 2 4 13 20 2 4 14 78 
~ 

Unit No. 1 

5 13 42 143 5 9 29 46 6 17 42 145 

Unit No. 1 plus HCCP’ 

8 42 52 259 13 20 47 60 15 5 3’ 57 262 

‘The total is less than the sum of the north and south sight paths because of some hours in which the threshold was simultaneously exceeded in both sight paths. 
*Based on modeling the NO, emissions from both sources rather than summing the previous two lines (the columns do not add up because the modeling was performed separately 
for each emission source and the combination of the two emission sources). 
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Figure 1. Location of the proposed Healy Clean Coal Project. 
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Figure 2. Calculated NO, burden as a function of view elevation angle for the sight path north fkom 
the DNPP Visitor Access Center. Curves for the six hours with the highest calculated NO, 
burdens due to the emissions are shown. 
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Figure 3. The dashed line shows the adjustment in the EPA guidance that would result if the 
contrast threshold was determined for a one-cycle sine-wave pattern. 
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